
PLAY N RELAX CENTER
PREMIUM, TILT-PROOF TRAVEL COT SET

4-IN-1 PREMIUM TRAVEL COT SET FOR MOBILE 
FAMILIES 

/

COMFORTABLE HANDLING 

/

HIGH-QUALITY COT WITH TILT-PROOF DESIGN 
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PREMIUM, TILT-PROOF TRAVEL COT SET

PREMIUM SET WITH MANY 
OPTIONS

The Play N Relax Center can be used in four 
flexible ways. Your child can comfortably 
sleep and play, you can easily change your 
baby’s nappies and transport the folded cot 
wherever you wish.

FLEXIBLE THANKS TO INCLUDED 
ACCESSORIES

Thanks to this set with included accessories, you 
will be prepared for any situation within minutes. 
The cot comes with a changing table, utility pocket, 
newborn level, side exit and wheels.

OPTIONAL MATTRESS & FITTED 
SHEET FOR EXTRA COMFORT

The Sleeper foam mattress and the Bed Me 
fitted sheet are available separately to give 
your child the best possible sleeping comfort, 
wherever you will be travelling next.
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BACK-FRIENDLY FOR YOU, SNUGGLY 
FOR YOUR BABY

Thanks to the new-born level, you can comfortably 
lay down your baby. On the changing table, you can 
easily change your baby, while the integrated safety 
belt helps keep your little one safe.

EASY ASSEMBLY AND FOLDING

By pressing the buttons located on all sides, 
the assembly and folding are done in no time. 
Folded up compactly, you can easily stow 
away the travel cot and accessories in the 
included carry bag.

EASY RELOCATING

Whether due to a draft or sun rays – the Play N 
Relax Center can be relocated within seconds. 
Thanks to the two integrated wheels, you can easily 
move around the travel cot from one place to 
another.
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STABLE THANKS TO A-SHAPED 
FRAME

The design of the Play N Relax Center is 
characterized by the elegant lines of the A-
shaped frame. It combines high-quality with 
modern look and tilt-proof stability.

PREMIUM FABRICS IN HIGH-END LOOK

Selected fabrics in a modern design offer the 
perfect balance of form and function and blend into 
any living environment. Outside bars and high-
quality, easy-care fabrics ensure a premium look.
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PREMIUM TRAVEL COT SET IN MODERN, TILT RESISTANT DESIGN

The Play N Relax Center travel cot comes with comprehensive accessories and can be used in four different ways. Your child can 
comfortably sleep and play, you can easily change your baby’s nappies and transport the folded cot wherever you wish, allowing 
maximum flexibility right from birth. A foldable base is already included. For even more comfort, we recommend the separately 
available foam mattress and fitted sheet measuring 120 x 60 cm.

Thanks to the elevated new-born level, you can comfortably lay down your baby who can be easily reached during the night. On 
the included changing table with safety belt, you can change your baby’s nappies and lay down your little one back in the cot. 
Later on, you can remove the level and the changing table. In the lateral utility pockets, you will always have wet wipes and co at 
hand.

During daytime, you can effortlessly relocate the bed thanks to the two integrated wheels and use it as playpen. The side exit on 
the cot’s end, which can be opened by the outside only, offers your toddler entertainment. Your child can independently crawl out 
and back in again when wanting to relax.

By pressing the buttons located in the middle of all four sides, the assembly and folding can be done in the blink of an eye. Folded 
up compactly, you can easily stow away the travel cot and accessories in the included carry bag.

The Play N Relax Center is a premium travel cot that unifies high-quality fabrics with the tilt-proof stability of its a-shaped frame. 
Selected premium fabrics in a modern design offer the perfect balance of form and function and blend into any living environment.

Shipping

• Folding ground

• Second level attachment

• Transport bag

• Travel cot

• Changing table

Video

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6kkmGsEbJA

• hauck Youtube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Product net weight   9,80 kg  

Dimensions
 

Folded    77 x 26 x 22,5 cm

Built up    129 x 79 x 78 cm

Lying area    120 x 60 cm

 

Age information 0 - 36 months

Special features 

Storage compartment
Changing table
Side hatch
Mesh window
Integrated wheels
Newborn level
Easy folding mecanism

Max. load 15 kg


